LIXI@Work
CAL 2 Enhancements: Back Channel & CAL 2.2.1
LIXI CAL 2.2.1 was released on 20th March. This release includes seven changes inclusive of
street suffix, a correction to regular expression and several others.
These changes will only affect organisations currently implementing, or planning on implementing,
CAL 2.0.
Additionally the first release for comment of the Back Channel components for LIXI CAL version 2
derived from the published requirements for Back Channel was issued on 1st April.
Whats New:
- Insertion of a new Instructions element. Initially this will contain Application and Error Instructions,
with a view to expand it to contain LMI instructions and Loan Document Prep instructions amongst
others.
- Events have moved to Update element (part of Instructions)
- Events are now enumerated. Please review the enumerated list and their definitions. We have
attempted to capture and de-duplicate the submissions from our members, but we invite you to
suggest changes, additions or removals.
- Conditions are now part of the Status element. Conditions enable the communication of the
requirements (for example, supporting documentation requirements) that must be met before the
application can progress in status.
The schema is a draft schema and is by no means locked down; LIXI encourages your
submissions and welcome your feedback. The deadline for feedback is Wednesday 6th May 2015.

So Long and Thanks for All the Fish
My four years with LIXI have been some of the most enjoyable (and challenging) working years of my life. I
attribute this to doing work that I feel makes a difference and doing so with other like-minded, and very
talented, individuals. To all the fine people I have met in LIXI working groups, at the annual LIXI Forum, at
Conversation Series and training events, thank you. Thank you for your collaborative attitude and
industry knowledge and for sharing both.
I am pleased to welcome Louise Harper to LIXI as the new Operations Manager. Full of ideas and armed
with the skills to execute them, I am excited to see the impact which Louise will make on the lending
industry. Louise has written her own welcome note below; please take a few minutes to read it and drop
her an email to introduce yourself.

I have been involved with twenty nine editions of LIXI@Work; time to hand it over to a new editor. Louise,
take it away!
With sincere gratitude,
Jennifer Hill

Welcome
Hello everyone, I am very pleased to be writing to you as the new Operations Manager of LIXI and new
editor of LIXI@WORK. With a background in managing provision of IT Support to a variety of organisations
including Financial and non-profit companies. I enjoy using my skill-set to translate business needs into
technical solutions and vice-verse.
As I enter my fourth week with LIXI, I thank Jennifer, Bruce and all the Stakeholders whom I have met, for
an excellent introduction and warm welcome to LIXI and look forward to working with the wider community
of LIXI Member and Licensees.
Regards,
Louise Harper

LIXI Melbourne Visit - April 17th - 18th
& May 5th-7th
The LIXI team will be travelling to Melbourne on Thursday
17th April for the LIXI Conversation Series and meetings
with Melbourne Stakeholders.
If you are in Melbourne and would like to meet, please get
in touch.
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